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LUCRETIA MOTT: ACTIVE
IMAGINATION AND JAMES 1:21
Mark Bredin

W

ayne Rollins comments: “The technique of active imagination
has a long-standing relevance for the scriptural interpreter.”1
Christopher Bryant observes that such an approach to the Bible “helps
us to focus our attention on God’s presence within, in the soul’s
centre… The way to read Scripture is not only to ponder the meaning
of words and to recreate in imagination the scenes described but to
listen to the Word, to God himself speaking in the heart.”2 Quaker
abolitionist and suffragist Lucretia Mott’s (1793-1880) emphasis on
self-reflection, meditation, her capacity to recall texts, and her ability
to embrace empathy, combined to produce great fruits of Scriptural
interpretation, as well as in her life as a social activist.
In this study it is necessary to take into account Priscilla Eppinger’s
comments on Lucretia’s use of the Bible to which I will return in the
conclusion:
It is rare that her quotations do not match exactly the words
of a King James translation… When they do vary, it is most
often the case that Mott has deliberately altered the wording
to be applicable to her hearers and/or their specific situation or
context.3

I examine changes she made to James 1:21 read alongside Wisdom
12:1-2 and 2 Timothy 3:15 in her sermon at Cherry Street Meeting,
on November 4th, 1849.4 Here we see the outcomes of Lucretia’s
studious and careful reflections on the Bible.

Subversive Imagination
According to Jung, the unconscious is the repository of the
imagination, from which fantasies, visions of the future, new ideas,
and insights emerge. He recommended the use of active imagination
to draw out the unconscious content.5 It was an invitation to discover
the inner world of the psyche/soul, to be where God’s presence was
5
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experienced. The process of active imagination for Lucretia is akin to
tuning in to experience the inner-light, God’s transcendence within.
Imagination functions subversively when understood in this
Jungian way; without it the long established “givens” established by
the elites prevail because they are accepted as beyond criticism. Walter
Brueggemann writes that the givens “will prevail until a counter‘as’ is imagined and voiced.”6 David Bryant reiterates imagining as
counter-“as” the givens, but adds “take as” in the sense of actively
working towards the counter-“as.”7 Michael Birkel puts it succinctly:
“Imagination opens the way to perceiving how those who bear the
burden of injustice feel.” 8
Nancy Isenberg focuses on how central study and meditation were
for Lucretia, and that she advocated “that every individual had to
look inward, so as to develop his or her immortal mind and engage
in self-examination.”9 In this time she experienced an amplification
of the imagination whereby she experienced God showing her “the
thoughts and intents of her heart.”10 With repentant heart she grieved,
empathized, hoped, and imagined the given status quo as something
different whereby all flourished.

Elites, Bible,

and

Prophetic Imagination

Lucretia asks: “What are the abuses and what are the proper uses of
the Bible…?” warning that “…we need to be upon our guard lest we
fall into the superstition and error and before we are aware, become
bigoted in our opinion and denunciatory in our conduct.”11 Central
to the elites’ dominance is their teaching “that the Bible is the word
of God…”12 She comments:
The great error in Christendom is that the Bible is called the
word, that is taken as a whole, as a volume of plenary inspiration
and in this way it has proved one of the strongest pillars to
uphold ecclesiastical power... 13
She emphasizes “but we no where find the Scriptures called the word
of God by themselves.”14
Lucretia critiques the ecclesiastical elite who limited God to the
words of the Bible causing many to be immune to any transcendent
voice within and, ultimately according to Brueggemann, led to
“disregard of neighbor” and “to the disappearance of passion.”15 I
would add: “the disappearance of empathy and hope.” Brueggemann
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writes about the prophetic imagination that freed God from their
control and led them to experience God’s transcendent presence
within, that led to radical action on behalf of the oppressed, and
recognition of their culpability in it. He compares the Bible to “the
script of psychotherapy. It brings to consciousness all sorts of odd
features from our past that we have repressed. In so doing, it shatters
our thin present tense and makes available to us all sorts of materials
out of which may be faced and chosen alternative present tenses.”16

Wisdom 12:1-2 (AV.)
1

For thine incorruptible Spirit is in all things. 2 Therefore
chastenest thou them by little and little that offend, and warnest
them by putting them in remembrance wherein they have
offended, that leaving their wickedness they believe on thee, O
Lord. 17
Lucretia in verse 2 replaces “believe on” with “return unto.”
Lucretia draws from this text: (1) the divine spirit is in all things; (2)
the spirit shows them how they fall short of God’s will; (3) Lucretia’s
substituting of “believe on” with “return unto” suggests belief must
be evident in actual changes in a person’s life. It emphasizes repentance
as movement towards the way God intended us to follow.
The Bible is not the “incorruptible Spirit.” This Spirit is deep
within challenging each person freeing them from the fetters of the
elites. People can dream, hope, and imagine something different
from what has been permitted and which has been repressed by the
ecclesiastical elites. However, Lucretia acknowledge that this spirit:
…every where is found wherever man is found, darkened to be
sure and clouded by very many circumstances.18
Lucretia acknowledges that the Spirit is hindered by the darkness
around. Access to this Spirit demands the discipline of active
imagination. The elite control what people thought silencing the
imagination within the unconscious. She goads her audience with a
question to which the answer is obvious:
Is not the Bible sought from beginning to end for its isolated
passages wherewith to prove the most absurd dogmas that
ever were palmed off upon a credulous people; dogmas doing
violence to the divine gift of reason with which man is so
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beautifully endowed; doing violence to all his feelings, his sense
of justice and mercy….?19
In contrast, Lucretia is driven by the Spirit, the transcendent voice
within the unconscious repressed by the ecclesiastic elites. It is one
that is evoked by the Bible when read with imagination.

James 1:21 (AV.)
Wherefore lay apart all filthiness and superfluity of naughtiness,
and receive with meekness the engrafted word, which is able to
save your soul.
Lucretia paraphrases:
[engrafted word]20 is quick and powerful which showeth the
thoughts and intent of the heart, that engrafted word which is
able to save the soul…21
Lucretia paraphrased v.21a using active imagination. She interprets
the “incorruptible Spirit” in Wisdom 12:1-2 as the “engrafted word”
of James 1:21. The engrafted word more particularly challenges the
whole person to grow into the person God had created them to be.
Lucretia further replaces “lay apart all filthiness and superfluity of
naughtiness…” with: “showeth the thoughts and intent of the heart.”
Instead of James’ second person plural imperative “lay apart,” Lucretia
replaces with the indicative third person singular “showeth.” James
1:21a commands listeners themselves to “lay apart” all filthiness and
superfluity and naughtiness as preliminary to receiving the engrafted
word that has the power to save the soul. Lucretia, instead, has “the
engrafted word showeth the thoughts and intent of the heart.” The
engrafted word, activated by the imagination, uncovers people’s
compliance in oppression.
In short, the engrafted word is the transcendence working from
within revealing to people that their securities and peace are founded
upon oppression, greed, and most crucially, being immune to God’s
real living word within through failure to make time to self-reflect.
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The

Lucretia proclaims:
This divine word which we believe to be our sufficient teacher,
draws us away from a dependence upon books, or everything
that is outward, and leads us onward and upward in the work of
progress, towards perfection.22
Lucretia in times of self-reflection aided through meditation on the
Bible evoked that of God within. In her paraphrase of James 1:21
she adds to v.21b: “we find spoken of in the Scripture” emphasizing
Lucretia’s devotion to the written word as a tool energizing the
engrafted word to show the intents of her heart. Lucretia acknowledged
early Friends “have been sustained by Scripture testimony in the view
that the word of God is a quickening [i.e. living] spirit…”23 The Bible
is “…a corroboration of the word and not the word itself.” 24
Lucretia alludes to 2 Timothy 3:15, when referring to James 1:21,
to reinforce that the Bible is not the Word of God, but is connected
with Jesus:
We read of one of the ancient Hebrew writers who after being
converted to a purer faith, commended the Scriptures as being
able to give knowledge of that which is to come, being able to
make wise into salvation; giving knowledge of a purer way, but
only through the faith of Jesus Christ.25
Paul writes to Timothy:
And that from a child thou hast known the holy scriptures,
which are able to make thee wise unto salvation through faith
which is in Christ Jesus (2 Timothy 3:15).
Lucretia’s reflections on the engrafted word and the incorruptible
Spirit of Wisdom 12:1-2 are conditional on “through the faith of
Jesus Christ” which are evoked through her reading of 2 Timothy
3:15. Lucretia’s paraphrase of Paul “through the faith of Jesus Christ”
replaces Paul’s “in” with “of,” and Jesus before Christ, all highlighting
the practical nature of faith, i.e. works. Lucretia’s “through the faith
of Jesus Christ” might be further paraphrased “through devotion to
the Jesus who revealed how God intended human beings to live.”
According to James, faith is intimately connected with works: “so
faith by itself, if it has no works, is dead” (NRSV 2:17). In 2:14-16
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James emphasizes caring for the poor in such a way that is more than
placatory words, but though feeding and clothing them. Lucretia reads
2 Timothy 3:15 through the lens of James. Lucretia herself states:
Faith of Jesus Christ is faith in the truth, faith in God and in
man… I live by the faith of the son of God, who loved me and
gave himself for me. Well what is this other than a faith similar to
that which Jesus held, the faith of the Son of God? How many
chosen sons of God who have not loved their lives unto death,
who have given themselves for their brethren…that as he Jesus
laid down his life for the brethren so do we also lay down our
lives for another?26
The essence of these words is that the “faith of Jesus Christ” is about
service and self-giving. Those who reflect on the teachings of Jesus
stir the engrafted word to show the truth of how far short people fall
of following Jesus. We cannot comprehend James’ reference to the
engrafted word without assuming the human Jesus and his teaching
particularly on the Sermon on the Mount; especially when James’
letter refers to all the teachings found in the Sermon on the Mount.27
Therefore, the engrafted word, for Lucretia, which shows our
thoughts and intentions, is connected intimately with the teachings
and example of the human Jesus.
In short: (1) Jesus is a model of one who gave his life for others;
(2) Faith is truth, and this is exemplified in living that others may live;
(3) children of God are those who are prepared to live so others live;
(4) as Jesus suffered so we must suffer.

Fulfillment

and

Wholeness

Bryant expresses Jesus in a way that resonates with Lucretia:
Jesus Christ presents us with a clue to the nature of the powerful
inner force which is ceaselessly urging us to change, to grow to
our full stature as human beings, to become what we truly are,
to realize our own truth.28
Lucretia saw the engrafted word as revealing the intentions of her
heart, often unpleasant and painful. It enabled her to see that, her own
egotistical desires, ambitions, and thoughts, were not integrated with
God’s presence within. Spiritual growth was her increased sense of a
growing awareness of resisting God by her compliance with slavery.
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She felt God’s judgment through the engrafted word; it was selfacting and imposed from within her.
Lucretia represents one who anticipates some important insights
that Jung brought through his technique of active imagination. Her
sense of the engrafted word compared well with Jung’s sense of
the Self as the sum of the psyche/soul that contains the drive toward
fulfilment and wholeness. Jung uses Jesus’ parable of the mustard seed
which will become a great tree, as Christ in us. He writes in a way
similar to Lucretia sense of the engrafted word: “Christ…is the true
image of God, after whose likeness our inner man is made…the God
image in us reveals itself through ‘prudentia, iustia, moderatio, virtus,
sapientia et disciplinia.’”29
Lucretia’s commitment to self-reflection was driven by her
experience of God’s presence confronting her conscious ego, but
also nurtured that presence, the Self (God’s presence), and led to an
integration between her own egoistic nature and that of God within.
She saw Jesus as one whose conscious ego was fully integrated with
the Self of the collective unconscious. In practical terms, this did not
mean following the Bible or Jesus unimaginatively. Lucretia would
welcome Walter Wink’s words:
God invites us, in short, not to conform to collective notions
of what constitutes Christian behaviour, but to seek the specific
shape of our own divine calling in the day-to-day working out
of our relationship with God.30
when she herself preaches with timeless words:
Almighty is calling upon both man and woman to open their
mouths and judge righteously, to plead the cause of the poor
and needy and many there are thus emphatically called to liftup the voice and declare the truth of God and these will give
evidence to the divinity of their mission, just as Jesus did.31

Conclusion
Lucretia’s paraphrase of James 1:21 is inspired and provoked by her
readings of Wisdom 12:1-12 and 2 Timothy 3:15. The theology
of her Cherry Street address is rooted in the practical example of
Jesus and how he lived and what he taught day-to-day. She viewed
Jesus as inseparable from the engrafted word and incorruptible spirit
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of Wisdom 12:1-2. Jesus was for her divine human, meaning he
represented a human being fully self-actualized.
What do we learn about Lucretia from the changes she made to
James 1:21, Wisdom 12:1-2 and 2 Timothy 3:15? In my introduction,
Eppinger states that Lucretia rarely made changes to the AV. This
would imply Lucretia to be a slave to the literal word of the Bible. This
study shows this to be far from true. But Eppinger is correct in saying
that “such changes related to her audience and social context.” She
challenged the elite for making an idol out of the Bible and misusing
it to support their agenda.
I conclude with two further points as to why Lucretia made
changes:
(1) Lucretia’s changes emerge from her devotion to the Bible
as an inspired source that, when read intelligently, could stir the
engrafted word to show the truth that people need to repent and bear
fruits of repentance. She read with active imagination memorizing
huge amounts of the Bible, reflecting on them empathetically and
prayerfully. This led to quite profound and significant paraphrases of
the Bible.
(2) Lucretia’s use of active imagination, made her open to reading
the Bible intertextually. Her rendering of James 1:21 is part of that
process. Her paraphrase is created from earlier texts. She engaged with
James 1:21, Wisdom 12:1-2 and 2 Timothy 3:15 from the perspective
of her own social context for her and her audience, the Bible was the
lenses through which they understood and related to the world.32 It
was vital to show the Bible to be relevant to her age.
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